Silicon Valley Men Advise Each Other On How To Rape and Sex Traffic and Not-get-caught
- After-hours meetings in the back-rooms of San Francisco and Silicon Valley restaurants offer tips on
how to get away with intern rape, sex trafficking and sex abuse
- Cute Stanford interns are traded like cattle from one VC to the next
- Kleiner Perkins and Google executives hold the record for number of hookers

Stanford University Elitist Rapists Get Away with..RAPE; All
The Time!

Sexual assault survivor's powerful message
heard worldwide
By Newshub digital staff

Convicted sex offender Brock Allen Turner

Stanford’s Rich Parents Encourage Their Kids To Rape Sorority Girls Because..”Hey, We Are Rich!”

A sexual assault victim's powerful statement to her attacker on the day of what many are calling his
lenient sentencing is gaining worldwide attention.
Brock Allen Turner, a 20-year-old former Stanford University student, attacked the now 23-year-old
woman in January 2015 while she was unconscious and in a public place. He only stopped when two
other students came to the victim's aid.
Although he faced a maximum of 14 years in state prison, Turner was sentenced to six months in a
county jail and probation.
The judge said handing down a longer sentence would have a "severe impact" on Turner, a champion
swimmer.
Turner blamed his own intoxication for the attack and claimed that the encounter was consensual,
despite being convicted of three felonies: assault with intent to rape an intoxicated woman, sexually
penetrating an intoxicated person with a foreign object and sexually penetrating an unconscious person
with a foreign object.
The woman calls his "gentle" sentence a "mockery" and hopes releasing her statement will "wake
people up".
Printed in full on Buzzfeed.com, reprinted partially on multiple websites and shared thoroughly on
social media, the more than 7000 word statement sheds light on what advocates say is an epidemic of
sexual violence and rape culture on US college campuses. "To sit under oath and inform all of us, that
yes I wanted it, yes I permitted it, and that you are the true victim ... is appalling, is demented, is
selfish, is damaging. It is enough to be suffering. It is another thing to have someone ruthlessly working
to diminish the gravity of validity of this suffering," she writes.
"A year or less in county jail is a soft time-out, a mockery of the seriousness of [the] assaults, an insult
to me and all women. It gives the message that a stranger can be inside you without proper consent and
he will receive less than what has been defined as the minimum sentence."
The woman had almost no recollection at all of the attack and only learned about many details in a
news article, in which Turner claimed she "liked it".
"It's like if you were to read an article where a car was hit, and found dented, in a ditch. But maybe the
car enjoyed being hit. Maybe the other car didn't mean to hit it, just bump it up a little bit. Cars get in
accidents all the time, people aren't always paying attention, can we really say who's at fault," her
statement reads.
"After I learned about the graphic details of my own sexual assault, the article listed his swimming
times. She was found breathing, unresponsive with her underwear six inches away from her bare
stomach curled in fetal position. By the way, he's really good at swimming."
The statement concludes with thanks to her rescuers and supporters, before a final message of solidarity
to other victims.

"To girls everywhere, I am with you. On nights when you feel alone, I am with you. When people
doubt you or dismiss you, I am with you. I fought every day for you," she writes.
"Never stop fighting."

Ex-stripper describes 13-year nightmare as tech
titan’s sex slave
By Joe Tacopino
A Silicon Valley venture capitalist has been sued for $40 million by a woman who claims he used her
as a virtual sex slave for 13 years.
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Michael Goguen, who had worked for a firm that funded Google and Paypal, “sexually and physically”
abused Amber Laurel Baptiste over more than 13 years after picking her up at a Texas strip club, her
lawsuit alleges.
Baptiste, who claims she was brought to the United States from Canada by human traffickers at 15,
said she endured “countless hours of forced sodomy” from the tech titan.
The former stripper said Goguen made her endure demeaning sexual acts, sodomized her for “six hours
at a time,” and forced her to call him “king” and “emperor.”
Filed in San Mateo County, Calif., on March 8, her suit details a life of torture and servitude as she was
jetting around the globe to serve as the millionaire’s plaything.

She claims Goguen had promised to save her from human trafficking but instead became an even worse
predator himself.
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Goguen, who was forced to step down from his position at Sequoia Capital, did not deny that the two
had a sexual relationship but insisted the sex was consensual.

He filed a countersuit against Baptiste claiming she is an “exotic dancer . . . looking for a payday.”The
venture capitalist said Baptiste was obsessed with him and sought to extort him because she was

jealous of his wife.Modal Trigger
In his countersuit, Goguen provides pages of texts and emails in which she apparently refers to him as
“Prince Charming,” “My Beautiful Love” and “the sweetest man in the world.”
The suit includes Bapiste’s descriptions of the “amazing sex” the two had together and photos that she
allegedly sent him in which she is seen playfully posing in her underwear.
Baptiste is demanding $40 million, saying the two agreed on the amount to compensate her for the
horrors she had suffered.
Goguen, who has already paid her $10 million, said she is “a woman scorned” and a victim “of her own
delusions.”

He claims that when he tried to end their relationship, Baptiste became bent on vengeance, threatening
to ruin his life and reputation.
He said that he had no choice but to pay her the $10 million, but that she refused to relent and
demanded more money.
Sequoia Capital released a statement that called Goguen’s departure from the firm the “appropriate
course of action.”
A philanthropist, Goguen was lauded for donating $2 million to fight online child pornography and sex
trafficking where he lives in Montana.
Goguen is not the only business leader who’s faced backlash over sexually inappropriate behavior.
THE HUNTING GROUND exposes how Silicon Valley Elite families order colleges to cover-up
Frat House rapes.
THE HUNTING GROUND tackles sexual assault on college campuses, institutional cover-ups
and the rise of a new student movement. Weaving together verité footage and first-person
testimonies, THE HUNTING GROUND follows survivors as they pursue their education while
fighting for justice — despite harsh retaliation, endless harassment and pushback at every
level.
THE HUNTING GROUND is written and directed by Kirby Dick and produced by Amy
Ziering. It features the original song "Til It Happens To You" written by Diane Warren and
Lady Gaga, performed by Lady Gaga.

Kleiner Perkins and the Rape Culture of Silicon Valley
Much has been written about Silicon Valley's “Rape Culture” but what does that term mean?
It refers to rich white men who were raised to believe that they had special social privileges because
their parents, and fraternity houses, trained them to think that they existed in order to use others to meet
their needs for pleasure, power and money.
This concept of “White Elitist Privilege” is a passed-on concept of land-owner and factory-owner
control created in the feudal times of old Europe.
The people who owned the land, and resources, acquired by organized European murder fests called:
“land wars”; created a mythos which sought to trick those who did not own those things into thinking
that the rich owners had special powers, or special wisdom, due to some magic in their “blood-lines”.
In fact, due the the rape of servants, cousins, townspeople and siblings, almost no “blood-lines”
remained pure for long in the “nobility”.

One might suggest that, “if the townspeople were stupid enough to believe that some guy named
Smith had super-powers because he was named Smith, then they deserved all of the use-and abuse
that they were subjected to”. This would be a Machiavellian, and harsh, assumption about people who
were, essentially, brainwashed, from birth, to believe that the feudal Lord was better than them. As the
CIA, and Google, have proven, it only takes a month of repetitive information iteration to brainwash
the political, social or moral beliefs of any population.
In Silicon Valley the Joe Lonsdale rape case, the Ellen Pao Sex abuse case, The Ravi Kumar and
Forrest Hayes Sex murder cases, The Stanford Frat house rape cover-ups, the Intern sex abuse scandals,
The Stanford Professor's Sex scandals, The Silicon Valley Hooker parties, The Rosewood Hotel
Thursday Night Sex Pick-up parties and hundreds of other twisted perversions, which involve a Silicon
Valley VC, or Tech exec, abusing a lower income person are flowing like water down the tainted white
water rapids of technology deviancy.
While being an intern, Stanford co-ed, or blonde divorcée, in Palo Alto, pretty much guarantees that
you will face a gauntlet of high-tech date rape drugs, extortion, moral compromise and VC sexual
exploitation, the rapes and social abuse do not end with the sex. All of the fraternity houses that the
Silicon Valley VC's came from have now been charged with “rape factory” abuses. These men were
raised as, and trained as, abusive animals, on every level.
BUT, Imagine having your brain raped!
The VC's buy the politicians, tax investigators, SEC officers and law enforcement agents that are
supposed to stop them from doing their crimes.
These VC's have paid billions of dollars to Presidential, Senate, Gubernatorial, Attorney General and
Mayoral campaigns, as bribes, in order to buy their way out of any law enforcement attention. The FBI
should be stringing them up, but...for some special reason: they don't. This is the rape of America's
political system. It is a rape of the public trust of over 300 million citizens. Their bribes, to allow over a
trillion of their tax dollars to be hidden overseas, rapes our schools of our teachers and rapes our streets
of pot-hole repair. Are your local services being cut? Thank John Doerr and Eric Schmidt.
The Silicon Valley VC's have also formed a Mafia-like Cartel. This dark and spooky men's club came
from the Skull and Bones, Bohemian Club concept of Omerta secrecy rich boys who sought to control
things by only doing business with each other in order to commercialize the commercialization of
monopoly creation. They do everything you saw in the Francis Ford Coppola “Godfather” movies
except they wear more khaki and drive Tesla's instead of Cadillacs.
There is no other region, in all of America, which holds the title of misogyny, prostitution and sexual
extortion capital of the nation. This fact is proven by the tens of thousands of articles, and complaints
published about Silicon Valley's abuses; and about no other city in The Nation.
Ever since HP created Sandhill road, the Cartel was just white boys. Because those white boys made
their profits out of flying clever, cheap Indians over from India, getting their ideas, then shipping them
back to India, before they could make any stock claims, a few Indian VC's created a sub-Cartel. While
they tried to play off their cultural “robes and temples” crunchy granola marketing, few missed the
reality that India is the organized rape capital of the world. The Indian VC's turned out to rape even
more that the White Frat Boy VC's.

The brains of the Silicon Valley rapist VC's have one big problem...
They have had decades of programming and training to run spreadsheets out to the smallest decimal
point but they can't invent a good, creative, idea to save their souls. They are financial experts and
ideation idiots.
To get the things that their Cartel wants to exploit, they usually steal their ideas. They rape the brains of
others, often without paying for it.
They invite the idea people in for a chat, under the guise and pretense of: “we are thinking about
investing in your idea..” In most cases, this come-on line is total horsesh*t.
They are inviting you in to get you to give them a free data dump, your “pitch meeting” at their offices
is their fishing expedition to see what they want to steal from you.
The odds are small that you will be wearing the IZOD shirt, khaki pants, short greased haircut and have
the perfectly symmetrical square jawed Aryan look that the VC's have. They will hate you the moment
they see you. You have been excluded from their club the second you walked through their door. You
don't have the look. You didn't pass the ivy league “one-of-us” sniff test.
But you still have some power, you have the idea and the technology...for the last few minutes before
you open your mouth.
They will say: “...now; we are all friends here. Tell us everything. We don't sign non-disclosure
agreements but we won't steal your idea..ha, ha.. if we stole ideas, how could we still be in business..
ha, ha..”
You just bent over and spread your cheeks for them.
They will, then, listen carefully to your idea, take notes, argue a few points to try to get you to do more
of their homework and then thank you and tell you they will “discuss it internally”, which means they
will immediately start organizing a thieving party if your idea had any interest for them.
All of the VC's on SandHill road, in Palo Alto, know each other and conspire and collude together, as
proven in the “AngelGate”, “No Poaching”, “The Chieky Attack”,“Sony Hack”, “HSBC Hack” and
other scandals.
One VC steals the idea and passes it to another to copy it, rename it and launch it via one of their
friends. YouTube, Google, Facebook, Ebay and many other famous companies were created this way.
That is why the VC's poured billions into trying to bribe Congress to overthrow the patent laws. The
VC's live in fear of paying the creators they stole from.
When they see a great idea that they want to steal, they hire their buddies at Wired, Tech Crunch,
Gawker Media or Hearst Publications to write a hatchet job article, or series of blog postings that
defame and character assassinate you, while denigrating your technology and saying that it is
impossible for your technology to work. They do this to prevent any possibility of non-Cartel VC's
from their Silicon Valley Cartel or the NVCA (essentially the same thing) from funding you and
competing with their theft scheme.

Ironically, their total clone copycat version of your technology, that they deliver, works fine. Even
though they said, in their slam articles, that it was impossible for it to work.
So they raped you, thieved you, used you and shut you down. Isn't Silicon Valley lovely?
In the Klieiner Perkins sex abuse law suit, the Tom Perkins “Nazi Scandal”, The Ray Lane tax evasion
investigation, Kleiner's Vinohd Khosla beach lawsuit, the Steven Chu Cleantech Crash and Solyndra
crimes, AngelGate, The Eric Schmidt Sex Penthouse and White House manipulation investigation, The
In-Q-Tel funds and an army of other scandals; one thing is clear: Silicon Valley VC's have no respect
for morality or the law.
Voters must demand that the state and federal government bring crushing investigations, and penalties,
to these VC's and tech responsibility-dodgers because their crimes affect every single citizen.

